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Abstract. Accomplishments of Hellenistic science and technology in some fields, such 
as mathematics, physical cosmology and engineering, has recently been re-evaluated 
and can be considered as of the same level that the scientific revolution in Western 
Europe reached at the beginning of the XVII century CE. Information on the level 
of chemical science is scanty; however, independent ancient sources such as the Jew-
ish Talmud can yield significant clues. The still existing dietary laws include a prac-
tice to assess the acceptability of food mixtures with two complementary assessment 
techniques. One enforces a specific minimum mixing ratio (1:60) of unacceptable-to-
acceptable ingredients, the other uses a sensory assessment to exclude the presence of 
a tasty unacceptable ingredient. This practice is likely the first historical example of 
quantitative analytical chemistry. This article collects clues that this approach is rooted 
in the implicit acceptance by Hellenistic chemical science of an atomic paradigm and 
on the awareness that interaction of different matter yields product that are different 
from the starting ones. Quantitative assessment of the presence of unacceptable ingre-
dients by sensorial assessment or by mixing ratio likely points to a forgotten practice 
of Hellenistic experimental pharmacology and physiology to test the efficacy of drugs 
and poisons, that was performed in animals, with the use of a control group, and on 
human subjects.
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1. MUCH EARLIER ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY THAN ANTICIPATED?

Humankind practiced empirical chemistry since the farthest of times to 
produce food, materials and market goods,1 and documental sources report 
a good deal of recipes since ancient Near Eastern civilizations.2 Studies of 
paleo-chemistry and ancient chemistry however suffer from several sources 
of difficulty. One is the fragmentation and obscurity of documental sources, 
and the inherent limitation in reconstructing technological achievements of 
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different cultures over time. However, when the con-
temporary researcher re-considers and follows in detail 
ancient recipes, such as those reported in Early Modern 
“alchemical” documents, the obtained results closely 
approach the descriptions given by the original Authors, 
as has been recently documented.3-7

Paleo-chemistry (and contemporary chemistry) was 
more often concerned with manufacturing goods, such 
as metals and alloys, dyes, medicinal drugs and poisons,1 
rather than with the intellectual effort to understand the 
properties of matter. Miners often performed assays for 
metals in ores and alloys, and the composition of ancient 
pharmaceutical preparations manufactured from mix-
tures of individual ingredients (each of which needed to 
be authenticated, especially when it came from remote 
locations) is often reported in quantitative terms [8]. 
However, very little is known on the assays, if any, that 
were employed to identify raw materials and to check 
their adequacy to specific purposes, such as the integrity 
of metals, the composition of alloys, of food, drugs, dyes 
and perfume, an activity that tantamount to analytical 
chemistry. Among the few reported “analytical” meth-
ods is the assay of metal ores by cupellation. This tech-
nique allows to concentrate precious metals, such as gold 
and silver, from ores by a solid-liquid extraction into 
low-melting lead, followed by recovering the precious 
metal(s) from the latter, more easily oxidized metal, by 
ashing the metal button in air.9 The described “analyti-
cal” method thus essentially corresponds to a small-scale 
preparation, and weighting in a scale is the final method 
of measurement.10

Seldom are a very small number of material docu-
ments, such as the residues of old-time equipment, ves-
sels, raw materials and preparations found in archeologi-
cal studies and only very recently some could be com-
positionally characterized.11-13 The only clue that in the 
Antiquity an assay was used to detect a specific compo-
nent in a mixture is the detection of Iron in biological 
fluids with the use of the extract of oak gall.14,15

The lack of information on other chemical analyses 
is not surprising, since also the contemporary discipline 
of analytical chemistry achieved a distinctive status 
within chemical sciences much later than the traditional 
branches of mineral (inorganic) and organic chemistry, 
and of materia medica, the forerunner of pharmacology, 
toxicology and medicinal chemistry. Methods for chemi-
cal analysis of minerals, i.e., to distinguish the different 
simple constituents and to identify new chemical ele-
ments were published as early as the early XVII century, 
even in the lack of a consistent theory on the composi-
tion of matter and of an operative definition of what a 
“simple” chemical body, i.e., a chemical element is. It is 

only in 1861 that the renowned independent analyst Carl 
Remigius Fresenius founded the first scientific journal 
specifically dedicated to analytical chemistry as an inde-
pendent discipline.16 Only in the 1940s the most authori-
tative of contemporary scholarly journals of analytical 
chemistry, the Analytical Chemistry of the American 
Chemical Society, gained an independent status, former-
ly being since 1929 a supplementary issue of the Society’s 
magazine of industrial chemistry.17

2. A REAPPRAISAL OF HELLENISM: THE BOOM AND 
THE DOOM.

Hellenism is the period of Mediterranean history 
that stands between Alexander the Great’s death in 323 
BCE and the battle of Actium in 31 BCE that ended the 
Ptolomean rule of Egypt. Historians have long consid-
ered this as a ripe age with little real intellectual achieve-
ment, when compared, on arbitrary terms, with the pre-
vious Classical period of Greek history that established 
as paradigm of Western European culture. Among prej-
udices on this period is that according which abundance 
of human slave workforce caused a limited interest in 
mechanization of work, and the consequent lack of a 
developed production economy. The Old Mediterranean 
and Greek-Romans thus failed to understand and exploit 
the natural world. The missed opportunity to develop 
the budding knowledge into a “modern” framework 
also led to the withdrawal of some intellectual achieve-
ments of early Hellenism that actually foreran those of 
the Early Modern age. In particular, this is exemplified 
by the fact that Ptolemaic model of geocentric universe 
overcame the Aristarchus’ heliocentric one, Galenic 
medicine mostly cancelled Herasistratus’ physiology, and 
Archimedean mechanics only found limited exploitation 
in devices, such as those later described by Heron.18

On the contrary, a very recent re-interpretation of 
the surviving Hellenistic and later texts and of mate-
rial artefacts indicates that the intellectual development, 
scientific and technological advancement at the peak 
of that period was at the same level that Modern West-
ern Europe only reached in late Renaissance and Early 
Modern age. One main scholar to initiate this innovative 
interpretation, Lucio Russo, reconstructed some parts of 
the “lost knowledge”, mainly in the fields of geographi-
cal physics, cosmology and astronomic navigation.18-20

A real intellectual Boom occurred between the 
III and II centuries BCE with the establishment in the 
recently founded Alexandria of the Museum and Library 
by Tolomy II Eupator.21 Other Hellenistic kingdoms fol-
lowed, such as the Attalids in Pergamon (to tackle an 
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ante-litteram embargo to the export of papyrus as the 
substrate for writing, the use of parchment was locally 
boosted), the Seleucids in Syria and Babylon, and else-
where in the koiné, for which information is much more 
limited.

The abrupt geo-political Doom of the Hellenistic civ-
ilization occurred in the mid-II century BCE, with the 
almost contemporary destruction of Corinth and of Car-
tago in 146 BCE. Just a few years later, the anti-Greek 
Alexandria pogrom sponsored by Ptolemy III Euergetes 
in 137 BCE caused the migration of the luckiest schol-
ars to safer remote places. The wholesome destruction 
of the main intellectual centers of the time determined 
a break in the transmission of knowledge, surviving 
scholars relocating to safer areas in the Eastern Medi-
terranean, in Syria and further eastwards to Bactria and 
Maurya India. Scholars in the quieter I century CE and 
later strove to revive the mostly interrupted intellectual 
activity, but were no more able to recover the loss, and 
most scientific advancements in applied mathematics, 
astronomy, geography and navigation, in natural scienc-
es and medicine faded into oblivion, due to the inability 
to reconstruct the underlying methodological and theo-
retical framework.22

Ancient knowledge in “empirical sciences”, such as 
in medicine and chemistry, cannot be as easily recon-
structed, due to the loss of most original sources, and to 
the corruption of residual information that could not be 
understood any more in post-Doom times.22 In the field 
of chemistry, Greek and Hellenistic scholars had con-
ceived a rationally based precursor of the current atomic-
molecular model of the composition of matter as early 
as the V century BCE, building on the first intuitions of 
Democritus, and progressively developed by Aristotle, 
the Epicurean school, Crisippus and the Stoic school.22 
After the Doom, the tenets on which the budding theory 
of matter composition had been developed were aban-
doned, purportedly for their sheer materialistic content. 
As in other disciplines, such as the drift of Hellenistic 
physical astronomy into astrology, the remnants of that 
knowledge merged with other philosophical and reli-
gious traditions, and evolved into alchemy.23,24 Likely, the 
practical contents that dealt with manufacturing high-
tech materials, such as imitation gems and gold-looking 
alloys, dyes, pigments, perfumes, pharmaceutical drugs 
and poisons, faded into the practical recipes which arti-
sans transmitted through oral tradition, in a social envi-
ronment that now was well detached from the shrinking 
population of educated scholars.

However, it is conceivable that some “fossil” knowl-
edge of the Hellenistic boom, and especially its quanti-
tative applications, was already embedded as common 

discourse in sources that have been so far untapped, 
and that their exploration can yield new insight on their 
knowledge in the other fields.

3. “FOSSIL” INFORMATION FROM AN OLD 
MEDITERRANEAN PEOPLE.

One possible, and so far little examined, source 
of information is the Talmud, a written compilation of 
discussions in the application of Hebrew religious Law 
(halacha) to everyday affairs that was elaborated in 
Roman Palestine (Talmud Jerushalmi) and in Parthian 
Babylonia (Talmud Bavli)25 from the III to the VI cen-
tury CE. Halacha developed from the normative books 
of the “written Torah” (Torah she-bi-khtav, the Pen-
tateuch of the Old Testament) and on the “oral Torah” 
(Torah Sheba’al Peh), the sources of which were rooted 
at least four centuries earlier.26,27 The exploration of Tal-
mud unveils earlier knowledge science and technology, 
encompassing – in contemporary terms – animal and 
human anatomy and physiology, chemical technolo-
gies,28,29,30 statistics31,32 (including the earliest-known 
description of random sampling: Chullin 4a), risk pre-
vention and management.

One peculiar aspect of halacha is the enforcement 
of several alimentary taboos, some of which – such as 
abstinence from pig – are so well known as to become 
symbolic and even a synecdoche of the Jewish identity 
to the other peoples. The main primary sources of infor-
mation for the Jewish dietary rules are the Torah (in 
particular, Deut. 14:1-26 contains the well-known com-
pilation of allowed and forbidden animals for food), the 
Talmud and a much later compilation, the XVI century 
CE Shulchan Aruch.33 that summarized halachic rules as 
enforced by Sephardi Jewry in the Mediterranean area. 
Several treatises of the Talmud report the very compli-
cated rules on inacceptable (issur) and acceptable (heter) 
food and on mixtures, such as in Chullin (most loci that 
are especially pertinent to this essay are between 82a 
and 98b; v. infra), and related information occurs in 
treatises that discuss other sources of material impuri-
ty. The topic is of a great importance to practicing Jews 
down to present times.34

Among the lesser-known food regulations are dis-
carding the sciatic nerve (gid hanasheh) from the thigh 
of ritually slaughtered animals, completely removing 
fat from the slaughtered carcass, and completely drain-
ing meat from blood, the ban to mixing meat and milk 
in food (basar be chalav). In particular, the Torah states 
thrice the basar be chalav prohibition (Es. XXIII, 19 and 
XXXIV, 26; Deut. XIV, 21), that was unknown before 
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Moses’ Covenant was established (in the Book of Exo-
dus), since Abraham offers to the three Visitors meat 
cooked in sour milk (Gen. XVIII, 7-8).

Es. XXIII, 19. “Bring the best of the firstfruits of your 
soil to the house of the LORD your God. “Do not cook a 
young goat in its mother’s milk.
Es. XXXIV, 26. “Bring the best of the firstfruits of your 
soil to the house of the LORD your God. “Do not cook a 
young goat in its mother’s milk.”
Deut. XIV, 21. 21 Do not eat anything you find already 
dead. […] Do not cook a young goat in its mother’s milk.
Gen. XVIII, 7-8. 7 Then he ran to the herd and selected a 
choice, tender calf and gave it to a servant, who hurried to 
prepare it. 8 He then brought some curds and milk and the 
calf that had been prepared, and set these before them.

The gid hanasheh prohibition comes earlier in 
the Torah, since it links to Jacob-Israel’s fight with the 
Angel, who left him lame for life (Gen. XXXII, 22-31).

Gen. XXXII, 22-31. . […] 25 When the man saw that he 
could not overpower him, he touched the socket of Jacob’s 
hip so that his hip was wrenched as he wrestled with the 
man. […] and he was limping because of his hip. […]

The basar be chalav prohibition had no apparent 
explanation since the most ancient times of Jewish cul-
ture, and therefore the religious authorities expanded its 
application in order not to infringe the ban.35 In general, 
to avoid cross-contamination of mutually incompatible 
food ingredients, separate sets of pots are used, and ritu-
al cleaning with water or on fire is performed.34

These food-mixing bans, however, admit an excep-
tion to thrashing the forbidden food mixture, in the case 
mixing of forbidden ingredients occurred by accident. In 
this case, to test whether the mixture is still admissible 
as food, two complementary routes are available. One 
states that if the contaminating ingredient is present in a 
proportion that is less than one-sixtieth of the main one 
(bitul b’shishim: one part in sixty), the food is still kosher 
(ritually acceptable). Another possibility is that if the 
contaminant does not impart to the mixture its distinc-
tive properties of taste (ta’am k’ikar: the taste is equiva-
lent to the substance), the food is still acceptable.34

Both approaches are so familiar to a present-day 
regulatory chemist or toxicologist, as to remind other 
similarly “modern” Hellenistic accomplishments that 
are considered as “anticipating” contemporary views in 
mathematics, in astronomy, in mechanics, in natural sci-
ences.

The bitul b’shishim “one part in sixty” approach 
closely resembles the contemporary practice of toxico-

logical risk assessment, whereby the presence of a con-
taminant is compared to an enforced lower limit, and 
decision upon acceptability is taken consequently.

The ta’am k’ikar “the taste is equivalent to the sub-
stance” approach corresponds to the use of a sensorial 
assay, and is similar in principle and setup to what is 
nowadays performed for similar applications. In par-
ticular, it is requested that an unaware, extraneous asses-
sor (the akum, a Gentile) taste the mixture for absence/
presence of the undesired ingredient (in modern terms, 
a blind test). The use of a biological response as endpoint 
foreruns the now abandoned approach to limit setting for 
airborne industrial solvents that was in use in the former 
Soviet Union, based on the measurement of evoked elec-
trophysiological potentials triggered by body exposure to 
exogenous substances.36 The criterion whereby accept-
ability comes when the unacceptable component is no 
longer perceived is again a forerunner of the ALARA (As 
Low As Reasonably Achievable) principle that is adopted 
in radio-protection and in the management of environ-
mental and occupational risk from carcinogenic chemi-
cals.37 Nihil sub sole novi (Qohelet, 1,9).

The Jewish normative texts (several loci in Chullin, 
e.g. especially between 89b and 120a; Shulchan Aruch’s 
Yoreh De’ah, several loci; see Appendix) describe in 
much detail the transmission of the off-flavor of unac-
ceptable substances from a contained liquid or solid-in-
liquid to the container, or from an unexpected and not 
allowed contaminant to the bulk of food. Both ancient 
texts correctly identify as the determinants of the pro-
cess: temperature, contact time, the nature of the liquid, 
that of the material and the surface-to-bulk ratio of the 
immersed solid and the material of the container, and 
enforce consequently the halachic rules. Those reported 
below are just a few examples that describe both assess-
ment strategies.

Ch. 89b chap. VII: […] If a thigh was cooked togeth-
er with the sciatic nerve it is forbidden if it imparts a 
taste [into the thigh]! (Note 11: I.e., if the thigh that was 
cooked was not sixty times greater than the forbidden 
nerve; for the Rabbis have estimated that if there were 
more than sixty parts of permitted matter as against one 
part prohibited, the latter cannot impart a flavor unto the 
former.) […]
Ch. 96b chap. VII: MISHNAH. IF A THIGH WAS 
COOKED TOGETHER WITH THE SCIATIC NERVE 
AND THERE WAS SO MUCH [OF THE NERVE] AS TO 
IMPART A FLAVOUR [TO THE THIGH], IT IS FOR-
BIDDEN. HOW DOES ONE MEASURE THIS? AS IF IT 
WERE MEAT [COOKED] WITH TURNIPS (Note 7: It is 
estimated by the Rabbis that meat cannot impart its taste 
to any substance that is cooked with it if the latter is sixty 
times as large in bulk as the meat.).
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Ch. 97a,b: […] the Rabbis ruled that one may rely upon 
a [gentile] cook, and yet [in other cases] the Rabbis ruled 
that the test is sixty [to one]. Therefore we say, where 
substances of different kinds, each kind being permitted 
by itself, were mixed together, the test is whether or not 
one imparts a flavor to the other; 1 and if one of the sub-
stances was forbidden 2 then we rely upon the opinion of 
a gentile cook. […]
Ch. 97b: […] R. Nahman said: The [sciatic] nerve [is neu-
tralized] in sixty-fold, but the nerve itself is not to be 
included to make up this number. (Note 14: I.e., there 
must be sixty times the volume of the forbidden nerve.) 
The udder is neutralized in sixtyfold, but the udder itself is 
to be included. (Note 15: If an udder which was not emp-
tied of its milk was cooked together with meat, the entire 
contents of the pot would be forbidden unless there was in 
the pot sixty times as much as the milk of the udder. (The 
quantity of milk in the udder is regarded as equal to the 
volume of the udder). Now the udder can also be included 
to make up this sixty-fold since it is not the udder that is 
forbidden but only the milk contained in it. In other words, 
there must be in the pot fifty-nine times the quantity of the 
udder; v. infra 109a.) An egg (Note 16: Of an unclean bird 
which was boiled with eggs of clean birds.) is neutralized in 
sixty-fold, but the egg itself is not to be included.

…………..

It is apparent from the reported excerpts that both 
assessment practices: bitul b’shishim (one part in sixty), 
and ta’am k’ikar (the taste is equivalent to the substance) 
correspond to the likely earliest example of a quantita-
tive analytical chemical assay. It is worth considering 
that no information on a corresponding quantitative 
approach is anywhere found in survived texts of Greek, 
Hellenistic and Greco-Roman technology.

The particular dilution factor most commonly con-
sidered as upper limit for halachic acceptance, 1/60 
(approx. 1.6%, or 98.4% pure), matches that which is also 
nowadays a useful threshold for the presence in a “tech-
nical grade” product of undesired contaminants or off-
products, which are devoid of particular concern such as 
toxicological or microbiological health risk. This level is 
also close to the minimum detectable amount of some 
tests designed for the detection of adulterants in food, 
such as the late XIX-century Villavecchia-Fabris test that 
discriminates edible from industrial vegetable oils pur-
posely adulterated with 5% sesame oil.38

It may thus be of an interest to understand whether 
this approach to quantitative chemical analysis might 
come into the Talmud deriving from Hellenistic chemi-
cal conceptions, to fulfill a specific halachic task. In a 
complementary way, this notion, which is contained in 
an early-CE text and the roots of which may well extend 
several centuries before, may be a clue to reverse-under-
stand the nature and level of Hellenistic concepts on 

the composition of matter and on the relationship with 
other fields of natural science. As such, this interpreta-
tion suffers from lack of sufficient internal evidence, and 
may generate a circular argument. However, even if the 
practice of “alternative history” may quickly lead to fic-
tionalized accounts, nevertheless by adopting some rules 
to control the construction of scenarios the voids in doc-
umentation can be credibly filled to re-create plausible 
descriptions of past events.39

4. ALEXANDRIA, ANTIOCHIA AND PERGAMON: 
MEDITERRANEAN BRIDGES BETWEEN HELLENISM 

AND JUDAISM?

A significant cultural interaction of Greeks and Jews 
developed starting in the IV century BCE, encompassed 
the early and late Hellenism, the Roman suzerainty and 
final conquer of Palestine, the Diaspora and contin-
ued after the fall of the Roman Eastern and Byzantine 
Empire to the Parthians and the Sassanids.40,41 Briefly, 
and to the aim of this reconstruction, it is conceivable 
that some elements of Hellenistic knowledge in natural 
science and medicine outpoured into Hebrew halakhic 
discourse that developed in the “oral phase”, even before 
the discussions started to be registered in writing as the 
Mishnah and Gemara, at the beginning of the III cen-
tury CE. The Talmud and its earlier Judaic sources in 
fact contain several items that have long been recognized 
as of a likely Hellenistic origin.42 Some Talmudic knowl-
edge may thus represent one of the few remnants of lost 
Hellenistic science and technology that developed and 
was commonplace before the Doom in Ptolemaic Egypt, 
in Seleucid and Hasmonean Palestine, and in the Hel-
lenistic kingdoms of Anatolia, mainly those of Pergamon 
and of Bythinia, and did not survive in the transmitted 
body of text of the Greco-Roman world.

As for the plausibility of this scenario, it is widely 
accepted now that, in several fields, Jews who were in 
contact with the Greek and Hellenistic environment 
reinterpreted Greek and Hellenistic knowledge, or just 
the cultural suggestions that their neighbors spread.43

There were one thousand young men in my father’s house, 
five hundred of whom studied the Law, while the other five 
hundred studied Greek wisdom.

To further appreciate the possible degree of inter-
action of Palestinian Jews who had a role in setting the 
halacha with the contemporary Hellenistic culture, 
we may recall a famed Talmud episode (Shabbat, 31a). 
As known, the rigorous Talmud Master Shammai […] 
repulsed him (the curious Gentile who sought for instant 
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information on the intricacies of the Jewish faith) with 
the builder’s cubit, which was in his hand […]. Shammai 
was a wealthy architect in I century CE Palestine, the 
cubit was in fact a measuring ruler, a rather sophisti-
cated professional device akin to those in use by techni-
cians and calculators as far as the 1980s, and his profes-
sional training very likely included elements of knowl-
edge that was of Hellenistic derivation.

A clue that Greek and Hellenistic philosophy was 
at least known to educated, if observant Jews of the 
early Talmudic era is the use of the term “apikoros” to 
grossly indicate a secular thinker who negates most or 
all the tenets of Judaism, or of any revealed religion for 
the good. This word first occurs in rabbinic literature in 
the Mishnah (Sanh. 10:1),44 and derives from the IV cen-
tury BCE Greek philosopher Epicurus, who advocated a 
materialistic explanation of the world and the pursuit of 
a quiet happiness through vegetarianism and abstention 
from greed and violence.45

Q. Horatius Flaccus, Epist., I, 4, 10. […] Me pinguem et 
nitidum bene curata cute vises, / cum ridere voles, Epicuri 
de grege porcum. (If you ask of myself, you will find me, 
whenever you want something to laugh at, in good case, fat 
and sleek, a true hog of Epicurus’ herd)
D. Alighieri, Commedia, Inf. X 13-15. Suo cimitero da questa 
parte hanno / con Epicuro tutti suoi seguaci, / che l’anima 
col corpo morta fanno. (In this place Epicurus and all his fol-
lowers are entombed, who say the soul dies with the body.)

Epicurus is the only Greek philosopher who is 
explicitly mentioned in the Talmud, while there is no 
mention of the competing Stoic school.

Sanh. 10:1. […] But the following have no portion in 
the World to Come: He who says that resurrection is not 
a Torah doctrine, the Torah is not from Heaven, and an 
apikoros [who denigrates Torah and Torah scholars] . 
Rabbi Akiva adds: One who reads from heretical book 
[…] http://www.emishnah.com/PDFs/Sanhedrin%2010.pdf

During the Hellenistic period, there was an 
increased opportunity for Jews to spread, especially in 
Anatolia, where Attalus III and Mithridates VI favored 
the transferred of a large body of Jewish settlers.46 It is 
conceivable that some immigrants belonged to socially 
educated strata47 and may transmit knowledge and sug-
gestions to the still vital Jerusalem center, possibly in 
the occasion of pilgrimages to the Temple.40 Given the 
advancement of agricultural, pharmacological and toxi-
cological studies of natural substances in the Anatolian 
Hellenistic kingdoms, in Seleucid Babylon and in Ptole-
maic Egypt,48,49,50,51,52,53 it is conceivable that such infor-
mation may reach Palestine through multiple routes.

5. AT THE CORE OF THE ISSUE: FROM DRUG 
TITRATION TO ISSUR ESTIMATION … AND 

BACKWARDS.

That the late Egyptian Pharaoh’s court was likely 
interested in experimentation at large is witnessed by the 
Greek historian Herodotus (?485-425 BCE). As reported 
(Historiai, Part 1, Book 2, paragraph 2) Psammetichus 
I (664-610 BCE) had a baby raised without hearing any 
spoken language, in the earliest recorded psychological 
experiment, to determine whether human beings have 
an innate capacity for speech, and if so, which particular 
language is innate.

Medical studies flourished in Hellenistic Alexan-
dria and in other cities, and eventually developed into 
“research-oriented” anatomical and physiological stud-
ies.54 Reportedly, Herasistratus was the first able to dif-
ferentiate motor from sensor nerves by experiments that 
would not be possible to perform in animals or in dead 
human bodies, but only in living humans.55,56 The argu-
ment of their cruelty was used by early Christian pol-
emists, such as Tertullian, against paganism;57 however, 
the querelle over whether Herasistratus really performed 
such experiments continues.58

A little exploited information to support the likeli-
ness of the information comes from the Talmud treatise 
on womanly issues (Niddah, 30b), which reports that 
Cleopatra VII of Egypt performed systematic experi-
ments on human fertilization, likely including the use 
of contraceptive drugs, forced timed intercourse mating 
and surgical abortion.

Niddah 30b. […] A story is told of Cleopatra the queen 
of Alexandria that when her handmaids were sentenced 
to death by royal decree they were subjected to a test 
(note 23: Fertilization and subsequent operation) and it 
was found that both [a male and a female embryo] were 
fully fashioned on the forty-first day. […] They were made 
to drink (note 31: Before they were experimented on), 
a scattering drug (note 32: i.e., destroying the semen in 
the womb) […]. A story is told of Cleopatra the Grecian 
queen, that when her handmaids were sentenced to death 
under a government order they were subjected to a test 
and it was found that a male embryo was fully fashioned 
on the forty-first day and a female embryo on the eighty-
first day.

As for the availability of the needed experimen-
tal tools, detailed knowledge of human fertility is well 
documented in Pharaohs’ Egypt. The Berlin Papyrus 
of 1.350 BCE witnesses the knowledge and application 
of tests to assess pregnancy, based on the stimulating 
effect of pregnancy hormones excreted in urine on the 
germination of corn and barley seeds,59,60 and a later 
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one (papyrus Kahun61,62) uses swamp canes to the same 
purpose. There is clue that those ancient claims are even 
supported by empirical evidence.63,64

Due to the use of deliberate poisoning as a weapon 
in political struggle in the Hellenistic period (and later), 
efficacy studies on drugs and poisons were much devel-
oped, especially in the kingdoms of Bithynia (by Mith-
ridates IV) and Pergamon (by Attalus III).48-54 The high 
level of knowledge on toxic poisons and their antidotes 
calls for the use of systematic experiments, reportedly 
performed even on humans, such as slaves and convict-
ed criminals, as witnessed by several nearly contempo-
rary testimonies, especially regarding the former charac-
ter.39 It is conceivable that an assessment of the desired 
level of activity of concoctions (deadly toxic, or sub-tox-
ic, “Mithridatic”) should be performed, if the prepara-
tions were to be reliably used to their intended purpose. 
The II century CE pseudo-Galen text Theriaca ad Piso-
nem contains an important testimony to this practice, 
whereby the efficacy of a preparation against venom-
ous animals is tested on animals, with use of a control 
group, but there is no clear indication that specific doses 
of the pharmakon were administered.

10R […] we being unable to test it on men do the same on 
certain other living beings and try to arrive at a true verdict 
on the drug. So we take cocks – not those that live with us 
under the same roof, but rather wild ones, and with a rather 
dry constitution, and we put poisonous beasts among them, 
and those who have not drunk theriac die immediately, but 
those who have drunk it are strong and stay alive after being 
bitten. […] (Theriaca ad Pisonem, ch. 1;10)8

It is here that the knowledge embedded in the Tal-
mud’s bitul b’shishin likely comes forward as a neutral 
witness.

It is conceivable that activity titration of pharmaka 
was possibly performed by testing the effects of progres-
sive (“scalar”) dilutions according to definite propor-
tions,65,66 an approach that would eventually re-surface 
in the XIII-XIV century CE, when the Montpellier med-
ical school re-discovered the same principle from the al-
Kindi treatise Quia primos.67

The measurement systems in the ancient world 
are difficult to reconstruct, since there were differences 
among regions and over time. 

As witnessed also in the Talmud, several differ-
ent scales were simultaneously in use, in particular the 
sexagesimal, decimal and binary ones. The binary, har-
monic or Pythagorean scale (1/2n, i.e. denominators 
in the sequence 1:2:4:8:16:32:64, and so on; Figure 1) is 
used still today for the same purpose. Dilutions with 
this scale are very easy to prepare and ensure a tight 

control over the concentration of the proband substance, 
since variation occurs by halving the preceding dilu-
tion. Moreover, such relative scale allows comparing the 
strength of different preparations, even when the actual 
quantity of the active material in a complex mixture is 
unknown and consistent units of measure may not be 
available. In fact, this is the case of natural extracts, and 
until the very recent advent of physico-chemical tech-
niques for separation, identification and quantification 
of complex mixtures, this was the way to titrate biologi-
cal drugs such as insulin.68

The actual correspondence to contemporary stand-
ards of the Talmudic units of measure and their mutu-
al conversion is a matter of current controversy, since 
it occurs not only the realm of antiquary sciences and 
archeology, but also has a value for the enforcement of 
halacha. Not only the names and size of units changed 
over time and varied between different places, but also 
the scales used to build multiples were heterogeneous 
and often ill defined. The Talmud reports different and 
partially overlapping measures of volume for liquids 
and for dry (grain).69 The kav (around 1,22 L; used for 
both dry and liquid) is the basic unit from which oth-
ers are derived. The log (around 0.306 L; Lev. 14:10) 

Figure 1. Scalar dilution of a concentrate (red) active substance in 
a solvent (white). Seven progressive dilutions are shown, starting 
from the mother liquor and ending with the sixth (1/64). The panel 
above shows the exponential decrease of the concentration form the 
arbitrary level of “one unit” to that corresponding to the sixth dilu-
tion. The fading of color of a solution subject to the progressive 1:2 
dilution is exemplified in the panel below.
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corresponds to the Babylonian mina and the Talmud 
mentions half-logs and quarter-logs, as well as eighths, 
sixteenths, and sixty-fourths of a log (a kortov). Liquid 
measures include a hin (around 3.67 L), ½ hin, 1 ∕3 hin, 
¼ hin.70

As for the dilution factor of one to sixty that is 
reported in the Talmud (only a slight difference, in real 
terms, from 1/64), it may be recalled that the number 
60 is the base of the Babylonian sexagesimal system, the 
one that is still tenaciously in use to divide time and to 
measure angles. The Babylonian maris has multiples by 
the factors of 12, 24, 60, 72 (60 + 12), 120, 720, and a 
sub-multiple, the shekel, as 1/60 of a mina.

The number 60 has prime factors 22 * 3 *5 and 12 
integer divisors; it is also the product of the numbers 
of the fundamental Pythagorean triplet (i.e., 3 * 4 * 5 = 
60, and 32 + 42 = 52). A 3:4:5 Pythagorean triangle has a 
perimeter of (3+4+5=12) units, and the sides differ from 
one another by one unit (5-4 = 4-3 = 1). Early Babyloni-
an calculators knew the arithmetic properties that make 
this device among the most useful for field measure-
ment. It is held that Pythagoras only reported and possi-
bly demonstrated as a theorem what amounted to a long 
known empirical practice that had found wide applica-
tion in land allotment and building (Figure 2).71

Given the possibility of Hellenistic technology to 
build finely machined devices, such as the Antikythera 
astronomical clock,72 it is as well conceivable that a 
Pythagorean triplet might be used as reference to manu-
facture or carve a matching pair of containers, the larger 
of which exactly contains 60 times as much as the small-
er one, as illustrated in Figure 3.

What may be conceived from the specific value of 
“sixty” for the denominator in the Talmudic criteria 
of bitul b’shishim is that, in the early Ptolemaic times, 
some Alexandrian experimental physicians performed 
pharmacological activity tests of medicinal preparations 
through scalar dilution in the geometrical proportion.65 
Some of Herophilus’ disciples and followers, such as 
Mantias and Apollonius Mys, were reportedly pharma-
cologists,54 and Galen recognized the former as being the 
father of the “compound drug” tradition, while the lat-
ter is the main source of Galen’s On the Composition of 
Drugs according to Places (XII Kuhn). Dioskorides Pha-
kas, allegedly a relative of Cleopatra VII Philopator, is 
credited as the first to use a color test to detect iron in 
biological fluids.15

At some time, poskim (Jewish assessors) who were 
acquainted with this method started to apply it to the 
assessment of food according to halacha. They came to 
determine that an eight-fold scalar dilution (1/26 = 1/64, 
or » 1,6%) was sufficient to lose the taste of some tasty, 

yet unacceptable ingredient, such as chalav (milk) in 
basar (meat) and vice-versa, and gid hanasheh (sciatic 
nerve in halachically slaughtered calves; see above).

Figure 2. A chessboard that shows the empyrical derivation of the 
so-called Pytagora’s theorem on right triangles and the existence of 
the Pytagoric triplet 3,4,5.

Figure 3. Relationship of two solids (containers), the larger exact-
ly 60 times as much as the smaller, built as a unit-side cube (the 
smaller, acting as the unit-volume) and as a rectangular prism with 
sides in the 3:4:5 ratio of the fundamental Pythagorean triplet (the 
larger).
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The detailed intellectual basis of this method might 
go lost at the time of the Hellenistic Doom, or even lat-
er, due to the loss of the trans-generational continuity 
of knowledge transmission in science and technology. 
What possibly resisted within the halachic tradition was 
the recollection of the use of a sensorial assessment to 
test for unacceptable food mixtures (taam k’ikur), and 
an approximate appreciation of a generic acceptance 
threshold value (bitul b’shishim). The one-to-sixty ratio 
was the closest when the 1:2 geometrical scalar dilution 
and the Babylonian system of multiples of the mina were 
compared, and so this specific value was consolidated 
some time during the formation of the Talmud. Such 
consolidation might occur in Palestine or in Babilonia, 
due to the exchange of scholars since the most ancient 
Hillel and Shammai time [73], but only in the Bavli there 
is a Chullin treatise concerning food. The Jewish com-
munity of Alexandria did not develop an autonomous 
halachic tradition and referred to Palestine (Niddah 
69b) until its dissolution following the 115-117 CE revolt 
under Trajan. However, they shared with the Palestinian 
Masters several intellectual skills in the field of textual 
interpretation74 [e.g. p.66] and in mechanical technology74 
[e.g. p.66].

Niddah 69b: Our Rabbis taught: Twelve questions did the 
Alexandrians address to R. Joshua b. Hananiah. (Note 33) 
Three were of a scientific nature, (Note 34: Lit., ‘the way of 
the earth’, worldly affairs) three were matters of aggada, 
three were mere nonsense and three were matters of con-
duct.

This explanation can be strengthened by consider-
ing that the Talmud Masters did not always accept as 
such any of the two possibilities to enforce kasherut on 
mixtures, and in particular highlighted the difference 
between mild-tasting prohibited ingredients (the basar 
b’chalav) and strongly tasting ones, such as spices (tav-
lin), some of which may be halachically prohibited34 [pas-

sim].

6. SENSORIAL ASSESSMENT AND SENSORIAL 
THEORY: AN IMPLICIT ACCEPTANCE OF ATOMISM?

The criteria of bitul b’shishim (one part in sixty) 
and of taam k’ikar (the taste imparts identity to the 
substance) represent two coordinate and complemen-
tary strategies for halachic food assessment that closely 
resemble contemporary approaches to regulatory food 
toxicology. As highlighted above, the first option is more 
akin to “assessment by modelling” in that estimation 
and calculation is employed to decide the heter vs. issur 

issue. The second option necessarily resorts to “assess-
ment by measurement” and employs a biological sensor 
as the measuring device of a physico-chemical phenom-
enon: such is, in fact, the action of tasting. That chemical 
analysis owes to sensorial assays its beginnings is appar-
ent from the etymology itself of the terms employed to 
describe its operations. Test, saggio (in Italian), assay, all 
derive from the sensorial assessment performed through 
the mouth: to taste, assaggiare; the wise (il saggio) is 
the man who knows by personal appreciation, who has 
learnt to distinguish the taste of salt, il sapore di sale, 
from that of other substances.

The very possibility to use taste as an assessment 
technique, as in the case of food halacha by taam k’ikar 
is not only rooted in human common sense, but is 
implicitly founded on a sensorial theory, and in turn on 
an underlying theory of matter. It is here that halacha 
shows its likely derivation from previous (i.e., Old Medi-
terranean) methods of assessment of the strength of 
preparations with sensorial or biological activity, such as 
of tasty spices or pharmacologically active preparations. 
Information in the Talmud may thus shed light on the 
prevailing theory of matter in Hellenistic time, and pos-
sibly on its evolution or transformation over time, down 
to the Late Middle Age.

It is generally accepted that non-atomistic theories 
developed by Aristotle and his successor Theophrastus, 
were largely prevalent, while Democritean atomism did 
not develop beyond the imaginative level depicted in 
the Epicurus-Lucretius tradition. The Aristotelian four-
element, four-quality theory was fully exploited in sev-
eral branches of knowledge, in particular as the founda-
tion of the four-humor physiological model that was the 
mainstay of the Galenic medical thought for the best of 
the following fifteen centuries.75,76 In turn, its application 
to materia medica classified remedies, such as spices and 
herbal medicines, according to their purported qualities 
(hot-cold, humid-dry) and attempted to assign to each 
herb the nature of the qualities and a semi-quantitative 
appreciation of the respective strength, as “grades” in a 
cardinal scale.4

The overall Aristotle-Theophrastus sensorial theo-
ry (de Sensu; de Sensibus)77,78,79 classifies the five senses 
into three groups. The first group of senses includes 
sight and hearing, and, in both cases, no physical con-
tact occurs between the sensing organ and the object 
from which the stimulus originates. The second group 
includes touch, for which the interaction of the recep-
tor with the stimulus is of direct physical contact. The 
third group includes smell and taste, the nature of which 
is somewhat ambiguous, and the interpretation of which 
by Aristotle and Theophrastus is uncertain, but like-
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ly foreruns the contemporary, physiologically correct 
receptor-agonist theory and identifies the transporters 
of the stimuli of taste and smell as material entities that 
diffuse from the object to the organs of sense [80,81,82]. 
Although Aristotle and Theophrastus did not adhere to 
atomism, nevertheless, the sensorial theory of smell and 
taste as such is only justified as long as the transporters 
of the stimulus are of a material constitution (and so are 
the matching receptors).83,84 Furthermore, a law accord-
ing to which the strength of the stimulus is directly pro-
portional to the quantity of the transporters of the stim-
ulus holds, and by consequence the weaker the stimulus, 
the weaker is the presence of the substance.

It is thus conceivable that the logical bases for hala-
chic rules such as bitul bitushin stem by a more or less 
direct intellectual route from familiarity with, and the 
acceptance of Greek or Hellenistic knowledge by the 
Masters of the Talmud, in a field that we may now con-
sider at the merge of physical chemistry and physiology. 
Several loci of the Talmud where medical knowledge is 
instrumental to solving halachic issues show that Greek-
Hellenistic medical theory was pragmatically accepted 
and re-elaborated according to need.85,86,87

Another strong clue that the theory of matter 
implicitly accepted by the Masters of the Talmud is cor-
puscular and atomistic is the strong attention that the 
Talmud gives to the regulation of the halachic status of 
(food) mixtures. This includes the transport of the sta-
tus of substances to vessels and through vessels to other 
(food) substances, caused by absorption-desorption phe-
nomena (ta’am balua, absorbed taste). In particular, the 
transmission of taste is fastidiously related to parameters 
of time (one day, ben yomo, or more than one day, eino 
ben yomo), temperature (sparking hot, libbun gamur), 
physical condition and comminution of the interacting 
substances (chaticot, pieces or lach, liquid mixture) and 
the material of the containers (essentially pottery, metal 
or glass). To get rid of the prohibited ta’am, decontami-
nation with either hot water (hagala) or with fire (lib-
bun) is prescribed, according to the nature of the issur 
and of the container.34 [passim]

The XVI century CE Shulkan Aruch treatise summa-
rized most food-related halacha in the Yoreh De’ah sec-
tion (see Supplementary), with reference to the original 
Talmudic source and to the later elaboration of the main 
Middle Age commentators (according to the Hebrew 
time scan, the Geonic and Rishonic period). The closest 
earliest similar observation to that reported in the XVI 
century Yoreh De’ah occurs in Vannoccio Biringuccio’s 
treatise on metals (De la pirotechnia, 1540), with just 
the plain observation that bulk metal takes more time 
to dissolve than comminuted one. More strikingly, the 

phenomenological basis and fundamental laws of mass-
transfer and chemical kinetics only became apparent in 
the late XIX century (CE!), when investigation on cataly-
sis in organic chemistry started and the laws of absorp-
tion-desorption, enzyme kinetics and dose-response 
were rationalized. 

There is an even more sophisticated issue in the Tal-
mud that may hide a fossil notion of a Hellenistic theory 
of matter transformation (i.e., of modern chemistry). 

Cooking entails the (irreversible) transformation of 
some components of food into others with different char-
acteristics, such as taste, smell or texture, and halachic 
status, as well. In particular, a regulation considers that 
two different (food) substances, each with its own hala-
chic status, can combine to produce another, with an 
individual, specific halachic status, usually from allowed 
to forbidden (chaticha na’aset neveila) [34, passim].

The Avodah Zarah of the Mishnah (2:6) and of 
the Talmud (37b) contain a regulation, bishul Yisrael, 
according to which Jews can only eat food that is pre-
pared by Jews (or under supervision of a Jew).

Avodah Zarah 37b. […] A comparison is to be drawn 
with water — as only water which has undergone no 
change [is permitted to Jews] so also must the food have 
undergone no change [at the hand of heathens]. […] ears 
of corn should also be prohibited when roasted by them 
[…] wheat should be prohibited when milled by them […]

However this law applies only to those foods that, 
according to the Talmud, are “fit for a king’s table” (oleh 
al shulchan melachim) and/or are not usually consumed 
raw (AZ 38a).

Avodah Zarah 38a. […] Whatever is eaten raw does not 
come within [the law of what is prohibited] on account 
of having been cooked by heathens. […] Whatever is not 
brought upon the table of kings to serve as a relish with 
bread does not come within [the law of what is prohib-
ited] on account of having been cooked by heathens. […]

It is thus conceivable that its formulation by the 
Masters of the Talmud reflects their knowledge of, and 
the agreement on, a theory of matter according to which 
forms of matter irreversibly become (transform) into 
a different one (davar hadash) by natural or voluntary 
human means.88 The same is likely to apply to the Tal-
mud commentators and halacha regulators who lived in 
the West European Middle and early Modern Age, since 
no substantial theoretical change in the theory of matter 
occurred until truly atomistic theories developed in the 
late XVII century CE.89.

Thus, if this chain of reasoning could be retrieved 
from the ancient Jewish sources, it would strengthen 
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the possibility that the Hellenistic theory of matter 
already distinguished physical mixtures (myxis) from 
the product(s) of chemical reactions (krasis) that occur 
between mixture components.20 [pp. 157-167] Such processes 
were already common in the antiquity and led to new 
materials that do not exist in nature (such as soft glass), 
to dying products (the reversible air-induced reduc-
tion-oxidation reaction of indigo and of purple mussel 
extracts that originates the two famous colors), and to 
other artificial goods.

As a recent example, the halachic status of mono- 
and di-glyceride emulsifiers that derive from natural 
fats, has been assessed by considering their relationship 
to the starting products. Some contemporary Jewish 
religious authorities in the USA decided that the mean-
ing of “fit for a king’s table” is that the product should 
stay edible throughout the process that transforms a 
raw, inedible (or halachically forbidden) food into the 
finite product. Since one of the preparation steps of 
glyceride emulsifiers entails the formation of an ined-
ible, even caustic, mixture of fat with strong acid, this 
event breaks the edibility chain, since now the concoc-
tion is no more oleh al shulchan melachim (or for any-
one’s mouth, really).90

7. CONCLUSIONS, AND A ROADMAP FOR FURTHER 
STUDY.

The several, however far from exhaustive, nuggets 
of Talmudic information reported here suggest that the 
elaboration and incorporation of Greek, Hellenistic and 
later knowledge into the Hebrew Talmud occurred very 
early, and continued through the centuries. Such cultur-
al event was likely occasioned by the proximity of Jew-
ish scholars, who also were the earliest Talmud Masters, 
to Gentiles who practiced Hellenistic science and tech-
nology, especially in large cosmopolitan cities. The cul-
tural melting pot of Alexandria is one likely candidate, 
yet in several other areas of the Hellenistic and Roman 
world, and in Parthian Babylonia, occasions of inter-
action between learned individuals may have played a 
similar role. Such interaction, direct or mediated as it 
might develop, would induce Hellenistic advances in 
science and technology into the halachic discussion of 
the time, and this embedded knowledge survived the 
Hellenistic Doom and was preserved as a component of 
Talmudic knowledge even when its Hellenistic roots had 
been severed.

This cultural phenomenon may not be unique in the 
history of Western Judaism. As Ptolemaic Alexandria 
might be the cradle of the Hellenistic-Judaic interac-

tion in the III to II century BCE, as well Islamo-Judaic 
al-Andalus-Sepharad visited by Christian post-docs in 
the X-XII centuries CE was where quantitative studies 
of the pharmacology of simple and mixed remedia65,67 
could be re-appraised through the inherently quanti-
tative approach of halacha. The intellectual pathway 
towards quantitative pharmacology traced by the al-Kin-
di – Gerard of Cremona – Arnald Villanova – Jordan de 
Turre connection of the Montpellier medical school66 in 
fact developed at the same time of the flourishing Cat-
alan-Provençal Geonim. Even the converted Jew who 
took part in the Gospel vs. Talmud polemic debates at 
least until the Paris Talmud fires of 1240 CE might play 
a yet unconsidered role in highlighting to the Christian 
scholarly world some unsuspected sides of Talmudic 
thought.91,92

Later, throughout the Humanism, Renaissance and 
until the Counter-Reformation, there was a surge of 
interest among educated Gentiles on studying Hebrew 
to meddle into their texts, such as the Hebrew source of 
the Septuaginta and the Kabbala,93 as a source of prisca 
sapientia. In addition, “court Jews” were among the first 
to get involved in chemical manufacturing of high-tech 
commodities, such as dyes, drugs, gunpowder.94 Due 
to the perceived complexity of the operations, chemi-
cal manufacturing was long known as “practical alche-
my” or “white witchcraft”, and a then current (and still 
lasting) prejudice23,40,93,95 considered Jews in general as 
particularly suited, for the good and for the evil, in the 
“esoteric” science of transformation of matters.

In all cases, geopolitical events beyond the pale of 
individuals would close the short “windows of opportu-
nity”, and in general, the Jewish intellectual world con-
tributed much less than deserved to the development of 
Western culture at large. The recently started prepara-
tion of a version of the Talmud in Italian69 is expected 
to facilitate data mining of this huge text by means of 
Information Technology, independent from halachic 
studies and from knowledge of the specific Hebrew lan-
guage. Furthermore, availability of an increasing volume 
of related information through computer-aided transla-
tion will prompt investigations on the possible (and even 
likely) transmission of Ancient Mediterranean knowl-
edge in the Hebrew Talmud, and through this text, its 
comments and other Hebrew sources into that of the re-
awakening Western Europe: if not now, when?
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Supplementary Materials
Shulchan Aruch Part II: Yoreh De’ah (http://www.torah.org/advanced/shulchan-aruch/archives.html)

Loci

Yoreh De’ah Chapter 7a - ABSORPTION
If forbidden food (or an object that has absorbed forbidden food within the past 24 hours) is in contact even 
momentarily with hot liquid in a utensil that has been on a fire, or with salty liquid for 18 minutes, or with 
any liquid for 24 hours, permissible food that was in contact with the liquid for that period of time becomes 
forbidden unless the forbidden components are less than 1/60 of the total. 

(69:1,9,11,15,18;70:6;98:4; 
104:1-2;105:1-3)

In estimating 1/60 only food below the surface of the liquid is considered (see 94:1; 98:4; 99:1,4; 105:1).
If the utensil has not been on a fire, but a hot component comes from such a utensil (see 68:10-11, 13,15),
the surface of the permitted food must be peeled off where it comes in contact with the liquid (105:3).
Even if the components are hot, if they do not come from utensils that have been on a fire and the liquid is 
not salty (see 69:9 and 91:7)

and the permitted food remains in it for less than 24 hours, the food need only be washed off and the liquid 
is permitted (91:1-4;105:2-3).

These and the following rules also apply to contact between milk and meat products (87:10;91:4-6; see 92:1,4-6).
On absorption from a forbidden egg that is still in its shell see 86:5-6.
If the components are near a fire and hot but not in contact with liquid, and an object that has absorbed 
forbidden food touches permitted food, it becomes forbidden unless the forbidden components are less 
than 1/60 of the total; and the same is true if forbidden food of a type that sometimes contains fat touches 
permitted food, even if the forbidden food is absorbed in other food; but if the forbidden food is of a type 
that never contains fat, the places where it touched the permitted food need only be removed to a depth of a 
fingerbreadth, and this must be done in any case if the places where it touched are known 

(see 68:4,9;105:4-5,7-8).

If the components are not near a fire and a hot component that has been on a fire is added, the places where 
the permitted food touches a forbidden component need only be peeled (68:10-11,15;92:7;94:8;105:6).

If no component has been on a fire only washing is needed, and nothing need be done if the components are 
dry (91:1-4).

If the components are not near a fire, but a forbidden food component is heavily salted (see 69:8;70:6)
and not entirely dry (see 91:5;95:7),
the places where a permitted component touches it even momentarily must be peeled; (see 69:8,18;70:6;105:1)
and if the forbidden food is of a type that sometimes contains fat, the permitted food that touches it becomes 
forbidden unless the forbidden components are less than 1/60 of the total, and it must also be peeled if the 
places where it touched are known 

(64:16,20; 65:1; 
69:9,16,18,20;70:1-4; 
72:2;105:9-11).

Salt causes absorption even in an object (see 69:16-17),
but it does not draw out forbidden food that has been absorbed in an object (69:16;70:2;105:12-13).
If the forbidden food is meat from which the salt is drawing blood, and the salt is also drawing juices out of 
the permitted food, or the permitted food is on top, it does not absorb the blood and need only be washed (70:1-4);

or if the permitted food is meat that still contains blood, any blood that it absorbs in this way can be 
extracted together with its own blood, though other blood that it absorbs cannot (69:2;70:2,6;72:2).

Similarly, the blood that a fire draws from meat is not absorbed in other meat that is near the fire, but other 
blood is (69:4,20;76:1-2;77:1).

Yoreh De’ah Chapter 7b - ABSORPTION cont’d
Some substances absorb more easily or less easily than others; for examples see 64:18-19;96:5;121:1.

Pressure (as in cutting with a knife or grinding in a mortar) increases the depth of absorption; see 94:7 and 96:1-3 as well as 
10:1-3;64:16;89:4.

Even in cases where the forbidden component is less than 1/60 of the total, if it can be recognized or 
separated it must be removed; and if it is attached to or first entered a permitted component, that component 
is forbidden and must be removed if it can be recognized 

(69:11;72:2-3; 73:6;90:1;92:2-
4;94:3;98:4; 106:1-2).

When a permitted food component becomes forbidden because of thorough mixing (see Ch.8a) or 
absorption it is regarded as entirely forbidden even if it absorbed an amount smaller than its volume (92:4;98:5;99:3,5;106:1;107:2),

but if it absorbs meat or milk it is not regarded as being entirely meat or milk (94:6).
If an object absorbs an unknown amount of forbidden food it is regarded as entirely forbidden (see 94:2)
unless the absorption was of a type that requires only peeling (98:4).
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If it absorbs a known amount of forbidden food it is not regarded as entirely forbidden unless it is made of 
pottery or it has also absorbed an unknown amount of permitted food (98:5; see 92:5-7 and 94:6).

Permitted and forbidden foods should not be heated together in an enclosed space (such as an oven) unless 
one of them is covered or both of them are in containers and the oven is not completely enclosed, but if this 
was done the food remains permitted if the oven is not completely enclosed unless one of the foods has a 
sharp taste or unless a mixture containing even a tiny quantity of the forbidden food would be forbidden 

(90:2;97:3;108:1-2; see Ch.8a).

Some foods absorb odors even if the source is covered; see 108:4.

Similar laws apply to heating them one after the other if the first one causes steam to form in the oven (108:1; see also 92:7-8;93:1; 
105:3).

Tasting forbidden foods even without swallowing them is forbidden (108:5),
but smelling them is not forbidden unless it is forbidden to derive benefit from them (108:7).
An object that was in contact only with cold, unsalted forbidden food can be cleaned by thorough washing (121:1),
but if it has absorbed forbidden food it should not be used even with cold, unsalted permitted food even 
after it has been washed unless it is earthenware (see 69:16; 94:7;121:5).

If an object made of metal, wood or stone absorbed forbidden food in the presence of hot liquid, the 
absorbed food can be removed from it by immersing it in boiling water at least 24 hours after the food was 
absorbed in it 

(91:5;108:3;121:2).

If the absorption was in the presence of heavy salt or of hot liquid that is no longer in a utensil that has been 
on the fire, it is necessary only to scrape off the object’s surface where the food or liquid touched it; see 92:9

. If it absorbed forbidden food by heating in the absence of liquid (this includes frying) the absorbed food 
can be burnt out of it by heating it to a high temperature (97:2;121:4-6).

If it is a knife it may be used with cold food after thoroughly cleaning or grinding it down; to use it with hot 
food it must be heated to a high temperature or ground down and immersed in boiling water 

(see 10:1-3; 64:17;69:20; 
89:4;94:7;121:7).

These laws are also treated in Orach Chayim 55:1-2; see 121:3. On the procedures for cleaning utensils that 
were used with forbidden wine see Ch.10b. 

Orach Chayim 55:1-2; see 
121:3

Yoreh De’ah Chapter 8a - MIXTURES OF FOOD cont’d
If forbidden and permitted foods are mixed together thoroughly the mixture is permitted if no one forbidden 
component is more than 1/60 of the total (98:1,6,9; see 99:1-2,4).

In defining a component, things that have the same name are regarded as the same whether or not they taste 
the same; see 98:2.

For some types of forbidden foods amounts different from 1/60 are required; for other types any amount 
makes a mixture forbidden (see 98:7-8).

If an intrinsically forbidden component can be detected by its taste or by its effect on the mixture (e.g., 87:11; 102:1),
or if a forbidden component can be recognized but cannot be removed (104:1,3),
the mixture is forbidden even if the component is less than 1/60 (98:8; 105:14).
It is forbidden to mix forbidden food with permitted food to produce a permitted mixture; if this was done, 
the person who did it or for whom it was done is forbidden to derive benefit from the result (94:5-6;101:6).

It is forbidden to use a utensil that has absorbed forbidden food if the utensil is sometimes used for less than 
60 times as much permitted food (99:7;122:5).

If a mixture contains less than 1/60 of a forbidden component, and more of that component is added so that 
the total reaches 1/60, the mixture becomes forbidden; but if a mixture contains less than 1/60 of meat (or 
milk) it does not become forbidden even if milk (or meat) is added to it afterwards 

(99:6).

If an entire (dead) creature or (named) body part that has always been forbidden is mixed with any amount 
of permitted food the mixture is forbidden, but if the forbidden component can be recognized and removed 
the remaining mixture is permitted if the forbidden component was less than 1/60 of it 

(100:1-3).

Similarly, if a portion of food that is intrinsically forbidden and is large enough to serve to guests in its 
present condition is mixed with any amount of permitted food, the mixture is forbidden as long as the 
portion may have remained intact 

(69:14;81:2; 92:3; 101:1-7; 
105:9;106:1).

If food that is only temporarily forbidden or that can be made permitted without much effort is mixed with 
any amount of permitted food of the same type, the mixture is forbidden until the forbidden component 
becomes permitted; but if it is mixed with permitted food of a different type, or is not intrinsically forbidden, 
or became forbidden only after it was mixed, or can be recognized and removed, the mixture is permitted if 
the forbidden component is less than 1/60 of the total 

(102:1-4).
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Yoreh De’ah Chapter 8b - MIXTURES OF FOOD cont’d
If forbidden food is tasteless or gives a mixture a permanent bad taste (or if it is a creature: itself has a 
bad taste) it does not make the mixture forbidden unless it is the majority ingredient, but it should still be 
removed from the mixture if possible; 

see 81:8;95:4;100:2;103:1-4; 
104:1-3;107:2;122:1;123:25.

Food absorbed in an object loses its taste after 24 hours and no prohibition results if it is reabsorbed in other 
food afterwards 

(93:1;94:4;95:2;103:5,7;122:4,6-
7),

but food adhering to the surface of an object does not lose its taste, and in any case if an object has absorbed 
forbidden food it should not be used with permitted food even after 24 hours until the absorbed food is 
removed from it 

(122:2-3; see Ch.7b).

Milk or meat absorbed in an object and reabsorbed in meat or milk within 24 hours results in a prohibition, 
but if it is first reabsorbed in something else it becomes a “second-order” taste and can no longer result in a 
prohibition 

(94:5,9;95:1-3).

In strong-tasting food, even absorbed tastes that are 24 hours old or second-order are not permitted (95:2;96:1-5;103:6;122:3).
Precautions should be taken to avoid the possibility of forbidden and permitted things becoming mixed up; see 101:8-9;110:10;123:23.
If a piece of forbidden food that is not large enough to serve to guests becomes mixed up with two or more 
pieces of permitted food of the same type the pieces are all regarded as permitted, but one person should not 
eat all of them 

(109:1, and see Ch.9).

If they were cooked together the result is forbidden unless the forbidden food is less than 1/60 of the total of 
the food that is in doubt (109:2, and see 111:7;

a person is allowed to add permitted food to the mixture before cooking it to ensure that the forbidden 
portion is less than 1/60). 
If a piece of forbidden food becomes mixed up with pieces of permitted food of a different type and cannot 
be distinguished, it is not regarded as permitted unless it is less than 1/60 of the mixture (109:1);

but if it is more than 1/60 the mixture is not regarded as entirely forbidden, and if more permitted food is 
added to it until the forbidden portion becomes less than 1/60 the mixture becomes permitted (92:4).

If an object that has absorbed forbidden food becomes mixed up with other objects they are all permitted (102:3; 122:8).
If an “important” forbidden thing (for example, a living creature or anything that is counted rather than 
measured) becomes mixed up with any number of permitted things of the same kind the mixture is 
forbidden 

(e.g. 86:3),

but if the things lose their importance (for example, the living creatures are slaughtered and are not large 
enough to serve to guests) and this was not done deliberately the mixture becomes permitted (110:1-2),

and if one of the things is accidentally destroyed the others become permitted because we assume that 
the forbidden one was destroyed (this also applies to creatures, large portions, and things that are only 
temporarily forbidden), but they should be eaten two at a time by more than one person and they should not 
all be eaten at once 

(110:7).

 See Ch.11 on the case where the things are forbidden because of idolatry.
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